Complete analysis of hyperentangled Bell states assisted with auxiliary hyperentanglement.
We present a simple protocol for complete analysis of 16 hyperentangled Bell states of two-photon system in the polarization and the first longitudinal momentum degrees of freedom (DOFs). This complete analysis protocol is accomplished with the auxiliary hyperentangled Bell state in the frequency and the second longitudinal momentum DOFs utilizing the experimentally available optical elements including linear optical elements which manipulate the polarizations and the longitudinal momentums and the optical devices which manipulate frequencies of photons. This complete analysis protocol allows the transmission of log216=4 bits of classical information via quantum hyperdense coding scheme, which is the upper bound of the transmission capacity of the quantum hyperdense coding scheme based on 16 orthogonal hyperentangled Bell states. This complete analysis protocol has a potential to be experimentally realized and is useful for high-capacity quantum communication based on hyperentangled states.